MEMORANDUM
Date:

December 9, 2020

To:

Planning Commission

From:

Ellen Clark, Directory of Community Development
Melinda Denis, Planning and Permit Center Manager
Shweta Bonn, Senior Planner

Subject:

Objective Design Standards
Self-guided Tour

1. Summary
In conjunction with the project to establish objective design standards for varying types
of residential projects. Particular emphasis will be given to objective standards applied
to existing sites rezoned for the Housing Element of the General Plan, future sites that
could be zoned to upcoming Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA), and smallerscale infill development that consists of two-, three-, and four-plexes – with the
overarching goal of addressing State law.
In coordination with the kick-off effort, staff and the professional services team
(consisting of architectural design firm, Van Meter Williams Pollack (VMWP)), has
assembled a self-guided tour for each of the Planning Commission members to conduct
in preparation for the January 13, 2021, Planning Commission meeting. The tour is
intended to inform the Planning Commission of not only the type of projects that are
planned for consideration in establishing the objective design standards, but to provide
an opportunity to visit the sites recently developed so that it may provide feedback on
critical issues and best practices. As mentioned in the December 9 agenda report, the
sites have been chosen to represent development with a variety of sizes, densities, and
building types and is intended to underscore the role that design standards and
guidelines play in regulation or encouragement of particular features, design elements,
or building relationships within a development.
This memo outlines the content of the self-guided tour, which consists of seven sites,
discussed in more detail below. For each site, VMWP has provided observations for
each site (both positive and negative) based on its professional experience and
perspective, enclosed as Attachment 1.
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The Planning Commission is also being asked to share its observations after visiting the
sites, which may include points of agreement or disagreement with the consultant’s
opinions, as well as additional perspectives, by responding to structured questions
using an online survey (link to be distributed). These responses, along with other
feedback from the Planning Commission, will be shared and discussed at the January
13, 2021 meeting.

2.

Online Survey

The observations and comments in this attachment to this memo are intended to serve
as guidance for the Planning Commission’s consideration as its members conduct the
self-guided tour.
As indicated in the December 9 agenda report for this project, the tour is intended to be
interactive; therefore, a link to an online survey will be shared such that Commissioners
can access the survey via a mobile device while in the field. While the content of the
content of this memo will be incorporated into the survey, the survey will also contain
some structured questions and an “open-ended” field where the Planning Commission
may share other input. If a printed copy of the online survey is desired, staff will provide
one upon request. The Commission may also email comments to staff, if preferred over
completing the online survey, or share verbal feedback at the January 13 Planning
Commission.
The results of the online survey will be presented and discussed at the January 13
Planning Commission meeting (and accordingly, staff requests that the Planning
Commission conduct its self-guided tours individually during early January 2021 so that
the impressions from the site visits are still fresh for discussion at the next meeting
(completion of the online self-guided tour or submission of comments via email
by 11:59 pm on Sunday, January 10, 2021 is desired to ensure feedback can be
incorporated into the discussion materials that are prepared for the January 13
meeting).

3. Self-guided Tour Sites
The seven locations for the self-guided tour are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

719-735 Peters Avenue
536 St. John Street
3806 Stanley Boulevard, Irby Ranch
5850 W. Las Positas Avenue, Andares
Brookline Loop, Mason Flats at Township Square (Pleasanton Gateway)
3150 Bernal Avenue, Vintage Apartments
4863 Willow Road, The Galloway
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The tour will highlight the following issues as they apply to the site locations:
 Site Planning: Site circulation is the organization and design of streets, alleys and
walkways. Site circulation sets up the organization of street, building, alley/parking,
building, walk or paseo and open spaces so that the visual impact of parking and
utilities are minimized, and pedestrian connections and spaces are lined by
buildings entries and “active frontages.” Then streets, walks and open spaces are
designed with walks, trees and pedestrian-scaled lighting and parallel parking.
Often, the objective is to prevent a residence’s front façade and porch from facing a
garage door across the alley.
 Parking: The location of parking and its relationship to the street, pedestrian walks
and open spaces play a role on its visual impact, as well as on the project’s building
design.
 Building Orientation: It is generally considered important for buildings to face public
streets and semi-public spaces like open spaces and walks such that the building
“frames” these spaces. Further, placing the building alongside these types of
spaces while at the same time placing parking behind the buildings reduces the
negative visual impact that vehicular parking can impose on these spaces.
 Building Design: Entry stoops, porches, front doors and living spaces facing the
street, open spaces, and pedestrian walkways enhance security through informal
surveillance; secondly these spaces are enlivened with residents’ frequent use and
circulation.
 Building Articulation: The size or scale of the building can be reduced through
massing, articulation and façade design; often one can look at a building and
understand that it has a base, and middle and a top to the building façade which is
a traditional façade pattern.
 Building Materials Design and Detailing: The careful selection of materials helps
buildings “belong” in their context. An example is using stone or masonry/brick as a
base to a building, which provides a substantial lower element; as mentioned
above, the base, middle and top of a building is a traditional façade pattern.

Attachment 1: VMWP Observations and comments for site tour locations
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Planning Commission, Objective Design Standards, Self-Guided Tour
Observations and Comments by Van Meter Williams Pollack
Introduction
This document provides VMWP’s observations and comments for seven sites recently developed
in Pleasanton and is intended to assist the Planning Commission in thinking about best practices
for residential development as it commences the process of establishing objective design
standards. The seven sites included are:
1.
719-735 Peters Avenue
2.
536 St. John Street
3.
3806 Stanley Boulevard, Irby Ranch
4.
5850 W. Las Positas Avenue, Andares
5.
Brookline Loop, Mason Flats at Township Square (Pleasanton Gateway)
6.
3150 Bernal Avenue, Vintage Apartments
7.
4863 Willow Road, The Galloway
The end of this document contains general questions that serve to focus the attention of the
Commission on key aspects of project site planning and building design, materials, and
architecture.
Site 1: 719-735 Peters Avenue
The three detached homes on this infill site in downtown illustrate how parking can impact
building design and active street frontages.

VMWP Observations and Comments:


The two-car garage facing the street is not a common element or pattern in downtown (it
is common outside of downtown). Two-car garages on small sites eliminate the ability for
the homes to have living space and porches on the ground floor fronting the street.
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The side-by-side garage and driveway curb cut also reduces on-street parking which
could be problematic for guest and customer parking downtown. It also prevents street
trees from being planted with the sort of frequency that is more typical in downtown
Pleasanton.

Notice the distance between curb cuts is too narrow to
accommodate a parallel parked car, thus the driveway
is blocked.



The homes themselves are well designed with use of quality materials, and a high level of
detail and character.

As a comparison, look at the homes across the street to the west:
 The smaller homes across the street illustrate one-car-wide drives and tandem parking
which allow for the entries to face the street with living space at the street level,
 Notice the minimal impact of the garage on the homes design, and on-street parking
between driveway curb cuts.
 Notice the wood siding material, which is typical of this area of the downtown.
 Also, while the home on the right has a brick base, (another material commonly found
downtown) the use of brick above the front door is not effective since it appears to “float”
above the roof above the front entry instead of extending to the brick base. The brick
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should also turn the corner onto the side edge of the bay rather than only being on the
front facade.

These homes reflect a
pattern similar to
traditional downtown
homes. The use of a onecar garage enables a
ground floor entrance and
modest front porch.
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Site 2: 536 St. John Street
This small infill site downtown illustrates the use of an alley to minimize the visual impacts to
the street; however, it also highlights the challenge of two-sided alleys.

The project provides a quality
streetscape for the neighborhood.

VMWP Observations and Comments:
• When visiting the site please note the pedestrian walk between buildings (highlighted by the
trellis in the photo above) and consider whether this is a sufficient width and how comfortable a
visitor would feel walking back to visit the back homes.
• This development shows the challenge of an alley which locates garages opposite entries (this
is evident on the rear homes. This design also does not provide for a separate pedestrian walk to
the front doors of the rear homes.
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• The project also shows the challenge of placement of air conditioning units - and whether they
should be required to be located in the rear yard, side yard, or on the roof.

• The drive to the rear has quality pavers which are required for stormwater management design
of LID (Low Impact Development) strategies. However, the drive exposes the buildings side
elevation, which has not been given special design treatment. Design guidelines and standards
often ask developments to place as much emphasis in design and use of materials and detailing
on these exposed facades as they are visually prominent to passersby.
• Also, for the rear home visible from the drive, the width of the garage doors emphasizes this
element, versus the entry to the home. Design standards often require that the garage take up no
more than 50% of the front façade of the building.

The emphasis of the garage over the entry on the rear home at the end of the drive provides a
lower-quality character compared to the front streetscape, which is more successful in this
regard. Similarly, the minimal architectural detailing of the side façade is in contrast the front
façade design, where the materials and detailing are modest but generally well done.
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Site 3: 3806 Stanley Boulevard; Irby Ranch
The Irby Ranch development consists of single-family homes and apartments; the project has
street side frontage along Stanley Boulevard, interior “streets” or drives, alleys pedestrian
paseo/walks and a series of common open spaces with various treatments. In visiting the
development please look at the circulation and consider issues such as:





As you are driving around do you feel if you are on a street or in an alley?
Can you easily circulate through the community on streets and pedestrian paths?
Do you need to walk down an alley to visit any of the homes in the development?
Are the residential entries strong and are the architectural materials and detail at the
level that the community desires?

The Stanley Boulevard frontage is well-designed and the existing sycamores provide a quality
streetscape. The entry porches and building materials and design reinforce the quality
appearance of the boulevard.
VMWP Observations and Comments:
• Compared to the quality streetscape along Stanley Boulevard, the internal circulation is not as
strong as the plan misses opportunities to provide crossings to connect sidewalks to pedestrian
paseos.
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The overall site plan should maintain pedestrian
connections across streets and connect paseos

The LID storm drainage along the street is generally encouraged, however the narrow landscape
strip presents challenges to crossing the street as well as the treatment of the edge of the
sidewalk. A wider landscape strip would have been more effective.
• The common open space has visibility from the “street” and homes are “on the park” and
which provides informal surveillance and defines the space well.

The common open space is successful in its organization with visibility from the drive and the
surrounding homes. This open space is connected visually to the open space of the special needs
housing as well which is more internal and secure for its residents.
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• Alleys are used to reduce the impact of garages on front elevations and also to reduce
circulation impact on streetscapes, particularly on limited access boulevards. The key to using
alleys successfully is to locate garages on both sides of the alley. Conflicts arise when the site
layout mix garage and street frontages. This creates situations where homes face the opposite
home’s garage, and often results in front doors are hidden from view. These situations can be
resolved through alternative site layout or use of a different product type such as residence with
entries and a street-facing garage door limited to a certain percentage of façade width.

This alley doubling as a street is challenged. The home proves this as seating is pressed against
the home porch – clearly the depth is not sufficient for a usable porch!
• Site development elements such as lighting, seating, retaining walls, accent paving and
crosswalks are important elements which reflect the quality of the development. The use of wire
fabric fencing here reflects a more rural character (and is a relatively lower-cost material) and
provides a better appearance than six-foot solid walls – however, it compromises privacy for
private yard areas, and the durability of this material may be a concern. Over time, we may see
residents modify fencing over time for greater privacy, and it will be interesting to see how they
use and reshape outdoor spaces.
Similarly, home design and the use of materials and building articulation to change materials and
colors is important. Materials should change on inside corners and a minimum articulation depth
of 12-24 inches is important to create strong articulations. The project generally achieves these
goals.
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Examples of materials.
Most materials and colors
change at inside corners
effectively.
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Site 4: 5850 Las Positas Rowhomes; Andares
This development is an example of the trend to redevelop commercial offices and retail centers
to housing. Residential property is more valuable in some cases over office space. A number of
cities now view some commercial zones as opportunities for future high density residential
property, as they need to provide greater density housing and there is generally less conflict with
current neighborhoods in these locations.
A question to consider in the City’s next Housing Element update: Do you think that commercial
property might be appropriate for higher housing densities to address Pleasanton’s future housing
needs?

These rowhomes easily fit
into the commercial area.



The rowhouse development maintains the typical desired structure of
street/building/alley/building/ paseo building and so forth. A perimeter drive includes
fire department access as well as additional parking.

The pattern of street/building/alley/building paseo building represents quality site planning.
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The building design confuses or does not well-define typical base/middle/top articulation in
some cases; and at times loses the individual unit identity/definition by emphasizing building
identity.

There is significant effort evident in elements such as trellises, corbels, patio walls, and garage
door treatment; a closer look shows that a number of these items are not designed to be useable
but seem to be efforts to show articulation in the elevations for design review.

While it looks attractive, the low screen wall in front of a window or sliding glass door does not
provide a usable patio. In contrast, in the other example shown on the right, a usable patio does
not receive a privacy wall. In each case the front doors are relatively inconsequential (i.e. could
be more distinct or strongly emphasized) on the building elevation.
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There are several quality interior open spaces located on pedestrian walkways with activity areas
and play areas for children.

• Mechanical equipment, particularly air conditioning units can clutter circulation areas, and are
best located on alleys or on roof tops. Here maintenance convenience was prioritized over the
quality of outdoor spaces.
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Air conditioning condensers should be located on landscape plans and appropriately screened.
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Site 5: Brookline Loop Apartments and Homes; Mason Flats at Township Square
(Pleasanton Gateway)
The apartments in this development are located between the single-family homes and the retail
center. As one walks or drives around the larger development, note the hierarchy of streets,
alleys, and pedestrian walkways minimizing the impact of auto parking on the pedestrian walks
and open spaces.
VMWP Observations and comments:
•

The apartment streetscape provides a positive relationship between homes and
apartments. While the apartments are three stories, as are the homes, one could see the
apartments fitting in as four stories across the street from single family homes.

The apartments use the same proportions materials and detailing as the SF homes, in some cases
even higher quality and better proportions


The site plan has strong pedestrian connections between the apartments, single-family
homes and open spaces. These extend across the streets as well.
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The paseos are accented by lighting and gateway elements at the street crossings and entries to
the paseos.
•

The small size of the apartment buildings results in parking and garages on three sides.
Buildings with larger footprints would be more likely to provide communal parking with
fewer entries. However, these alleys are relatively successful, partially due to the single
car size garage doors.

Single car garage doors on apartments

•

Double car garage doors on single-family
homes

Street setbacks: are often an issue as densities are raised and the land value suggests
minimizing building setbacks from sidewalks. Separated sidewalks with “tree-lawns”
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allow for trees to be a distance from the buildings and provide shaded and a sense of
protection from vehicles in the street. The following are two setbacks approximately 1012 feet and approximately 5 feet which both appear to be successful.

10 to 15' Setback
5’ Setback
Setbacks appear successful with quality landscaping and other streetscape elements particularly trees.

•

Building Entry Porches are large and deep and face the streets, often located at corners of
the buildings and street intersections and mid-block walks.

The entry porches and patios are all at least 6’ deep and are wide enough to place a bench or seating
within the porch. Is this an attractive element which provides visual interest to the building and street?

•

The apartment scale is broken down by deep recesses in the façade emphasized by a
change in material and the buildings “bridge walks” to give a sense of smaller buildings.
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Are these deep recesses an effective strategy in breaking down the building scale?
•

The retail center connection with the housing development by pedestrian connections and
placement of small entry plaza, a privately owned public open space (POPOS).
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Site 6: 3150 Bernal Avenue; Vintage Apartments
The Vintage Development is unique among the project on the tour as it has two to three building
types and densities within the same development. It is also linked to the retail center as a
horizontal mixed-use development. This allows for the circulation to be integrated, and for the
uses to mitigate adjacency conflicts.
The multiple building types also allow for a variety of housing options, including a podium
building with residences above a garage, corridor apartments over tuck-under garages, and walk
ups over garages. The blend maximizes the density and allows the development to address
different adjacencies. This is an appropriate strategy for larger sites.
VMWP Observations and comments:
•

The common building with leasing offices is located at the focus of the development the
transition between the commercial and residential, and across from the POPOS activity
plaza.

The Common Buildings are located along an internal drive designed as a street with parallel
parking on each side, sidewalks and street trees and street lighting.
•

The POPOS (publicly accessible private open space) provides a strong connection
between the retail and residential developments with an emphasized pedestrian
connection/street crossing.
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The retail on the plaza may have an entry oriented to the parking lot, but by locating the outdoor
seating areas for retail on the plaza for patrons, visitors, and residents the plaza is activated.
•

The internal street has porch or patio entries on a nicely landscaped small setback of five
feet with the patio porch entry extending into that area approximately two feet.

Note the low walls provide a sense of security, while the deck railings provide privacy and
transparency.
•

The podium building has a well-designed garage entry, raised stoops which line the
street, and parallel parking along the sidewalk. The building also clearly has a brick base,
stucco middle and top, with well detailed entry stoops.
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This well-designed development could be envisioned to be four stories vs three stories without
impacting the character and feel of the community.
•

This development features a unique common open space which is private, but does not
have security fencing. The site design also treats the space as semi-public with
residential stoops and building entries from the space which provide informal
surveillance and security.

The tower element provides an orienting element which is used along other walking paths.
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Entries around the open space add activity to the space and provide informal security from
residents looking out onto the space.
•

Paseos throughout the development are punctuated by small activity and play areas for
residents and their children. When located with other activities such as mail areas it
focusses activity on these collective spaces.

Clustering daily activities such as mail with other spaces reinforces community interaction
•
•

The circulation of the typical organization of streets, buildings, alleys, and paseos is done
well.
The alleys have pedestrian emphasized crossings, adequate landscape, and single-car
garage doors to minimize the visible impact of garages.
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The paseos have strong connections through the development and are anchored by landmark
features, such as gathering spaces, as wayfinding and destinations.
•

Utilities such as A/C units, transformers and fire department connections should be
located to minimize their impact on pedestrian areas. Use landscape, low walls and
subsurface infra-structure to minimize their visual impact on the development’s
appearance.

While standards and design guidelines can assist in directing utilities, the City would benefit to
work closely with utility companies, telephone/cable, and departments such as Water and Fire
Dept. to develop site screening designs which are acceptable to these entities.
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Site 7: 4363 Willow Road; The Galloway
The Galloway is a transit-oriented development near the BART station. It is also a cautionary
example that even when most of the correct elements are provided, a project can still end up with
less desirable overall design quality and place-making. The architecture incorporates many
desirable features including retail storefronts fronting the plaza, live-work spaces along a major
street with diagonal parking for commercial visitors, podium parking lined with apartments, and
live work along the streets.
The design of the buildings, the materials, and the color selections may leave something to be
desired, however the development presents a good lesson in how to evaluate the details of site
planning and building design, by comparing it to other similar developments.
VMWP Observations and comments:
• The corner POPOS retail plaza is appropriately located at crossing to the BART station. The
retail has tall spaces and transparent storefronts. In this location, retail needs to provide parking
to sustain it. The diagonal parking on street parking was meant to be open for retail use and
convenient lunch and pick up rather than residential or BART parking. However, it appears that
the parking is taken up by residents. More attention may need to paid to including enforceable
standards for parking management within these residential projects, particularly where relatively
low parking ratios are provided.

In person, the plaza lacks seating and gathering areas to support retail and make it more
attractive to restaurants or lunchtime destinations. Other plazas on this tour demonstrate a
greater level of programming, placemaking, and detail.
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•

The pedestrian connection from the plaza to the housing development is of insufficient
quality since the path leads you to the back of the garage not directly to residences.

•

The public streets are adequately fronted by residential units and live-work spaces lining
the podium parking behind. The residential parking should be in the podiums or on site to
preserve the diagonal and parallel on-street parking for visitors and retail users.

The street frontages with liner apartments along the public streets represents quality site
planning and building types. The same attention should be used on the internal configuration of
the development.
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•

The relationship between parking, buildings, and open space inside the development is
challenging, as the exposed podiums dominate the character within the site.

If these drives were alleys with residential liners on the back similar to other developments
shown then they would not impact the site as dramatically.
•

The pedestrian walks along the open space with apartments facing them are generally
successful.

• Pools are popular development amenities, however their security and safety requirements are a
design challenge. They are often more successful when other open spaces are separate from the
pool areas to allow a wider variety of user opportunities.
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•

While auto circulation and parking are necessities, it is important to place the parking at
the back of the site. Surface parking is much less costly to construct than podium
parking, so one can see that a balance of podium, tuck-under and surface parking can
significantly impact the character and appearance of the development.

Surface parking in a perpendicular parking lot configuration should be located behind buildings
along alleys or in areas not generally used by pedestrians except getting from vehicle to
apartment.
High quality materials such as pavers should be used for paving at entries and community
spaces to accent the entries and minimize the impact of large asphalt paving.
•

The facades provide variation in material and colors, however the variations lack a
“change in plane” (the projections or insets of portions of the building face relative to one
another). Design standards and guidelines typically include this requirement so as to
create articulation and draw a clear definition between different elements and features.
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One can see that there is very little change in plane which most communities define as 2 feet to
change colors and materials. On the mixed use building the yellow, white board siding and
white stucco are all within the same approximate surface. 6 inches is generally not accepted as
a plane change. The result is that the buildings visually lack depth and may be perceived to
appear substandard or of lesser quality.
General Topics for Consideration
General questions for the Planning Commission and others to consider during the tour:
1.

As you are driving or walking through the development do you feel if you are on a street or
in an alley?

2.

Can you easily circulate through the community on streets and pedestrian paths?

3.

How comfortable would a visitor feel walking into the development to visit a friend living
in the center or back of the development?

4.

Do you need to walk down an alley to visit any of the homes in the development?

5.

Are the residential entries strong and are the architectural materials and detail at the level
that the community desires?

6.

Do you think that large sites with commercial zoning property would be appropriate for
housing densities exceeding 35 du/acre to address Pleasanton’s future housing needs?

7.

Are deep recesses an effective strategy to break down the building scale?

8.

Are six-foot deep recessed porches a desirable element for street-facing buildings?

9.

Should future developments be required to locate air conditioners, site equipment, and
utilities in the rear yard, side yard, or on the roof?
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